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WOULD YOU 
PRAISE PHARAOH
for freeing the Israelites?

Bernie Dishler | Special to WJW

As the world mourns the passing 
of Mikhail Gorbachev, many 
Jews are heaping praise on the 

former Soviet leader, crediting him with 
freeing the Soviet Jews.

I would compare praising Gorbachev 
with praising pharaoh for freeing the 
Hebrews from Egypt.

With time passing, we might need 
to be reminded of the decades of 
pressure put on the Soviet Union by 
the world’s Jewish community and 
many other supporters.

The Soviet Jewry movement 
constantly made the world aware of 
the situation of Jews in the Soviet 
Union. Whether they attended a visiting 
Soviet opera company, a concert or a 
hockey game, attendees were met 
with demonstrators educating them 
about the plight of our Soviet brethren.

Congressional leaders were 
encouraged to constantly raise the 
issue of individual refuseniks and the 
millions wanting to emigrate. Some of 
the members of Congress who went 
on official visits to the USSR took time 
out of their meetings to meet with 
Jewish refuseniks.

Hundreds of Jews and non-Jews 
traveled to the Soviet Union to visit 
with refusenik leaders, bringing moral 
support as well as helping them 
with their goal of spreading Jewish 
identity. This was their only means of 
communicating with the world beyond 
the Iron Curtain. We established a 
lifeline. Bar and bat mitzvah pairings 
in area synagogues brought home the 
plight of teens in the USSR who could 
not celebrate the same rite.

President Ronald Reagan was asked 
to talk about the issue at every meeting 
with Gorbachev.

And then, with short notice, it was 
announced that Gorbachev was 
coming to the United States to meet 

with Reagan to sign an important arms 
agreement. Reagan had promised 
Jewish leadership that the meeting 
would not go forward without the 
freedom of emigration for Jews being 
on the agenda.

The Jewish community mobilized 
like it never had before. Some 250,000 
demonstrators came to Washington 
on Dec. 6, 1987 to give backing to 
Reagan’s words. 

Gorbachev was meeting with the 
president the next day. He could not 
ignore the pressure anymore.

Natan Sharansky, the former Israel 
Cabinet minister and chair of the 
Jewish Agency who spent nine years in 
Soviet prison for Jewish activism, said, 
”Without the pressure and the struggle 
of the Jewish world for Soviet Jews, 
supported by Reagan and other world 
leaders, Gorbachev would probably 
never have done it.”

My message is not a question of 
whether Gorbachev deserves praise. It 
is a message of learning from history. 
In the 1930s and 40s, most Jews, for 
whatever reason, did not do enough 
during the Holocaust, and 6 million of 
our brethren were slaughtered.

In the ‘70s and ’80s, the organized 
Jewish community supported efforts 
in many different ways to raise the 
pressure on the Soviet leadership. 
More than 2 million Jews left the USSR, 
and others continue to leave.

The next generations must know 
about this history, and they must learn 
from it. I have been told by many 
Jewish emigres from the USSR that 
they do not know the story. And their 
children certainly do not.

My plea to Jewish educators and 
parents: Tell the story!  

Bernie Dishler is a former co-chair of 
the Soviet Jewry Council of Philadelphia 

Jewish Community Relations Council.
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CALL FOR A DOJ INVESTIGATION
I was deeply moved by Amy Neustein’s 
opinion piece, “Mothers Who Report Abuse 
Still Losing Custody ‘at Staggering Rates,’” 
(Sept. 1). I know the problem all too well, as 
co-author of one of the first books on this 
subject (Rosen, L. and Etlin, M., “The Hostage 
Child: Sex Abuse Allegations in Custody 
Disputes,” Indiana University Press, 1995) and 
my personal sequel in progress (“The Recap: 
My 40 Years in the Mothers’ Movement”). 

But I was moved for another reason, as 
well. All too often the media have avoided 
any fair reporting or discussion of this issue 
because of the prejudices and prejudgments 
that shroud the truth. The Washington Jewish 
Week must be commended for enabling 
discussion of such an important topic, as 
the consequences to mothers and children 
separated by punitive and irrational court 
orders can no longer be ignored.

I’m so glad Neustein’s op-ed brought out 
the issue of supervised visitation for non-
abusive mothers because that has occupied 
one of the major themes of my research. 
What I’ve seen is that supervision imposed 
on a mother who has reported her child’s 
disclosure of child sex abuse has the ill-
fated effect of rupturing and ultimately 
extinguishing the mother-child bond. 

Originally supervised visitation was 
designed to actually protect a child from a 
parent who had a history of having beaten 
them. When it is used, instead, to “monitor” 
what the child says to the mother — in the 
wake of the child having disclosed abuse 
(even when confirmed by mental health 
professionals, health care providers and/or 
mandated reporters) — the message given to 
the child is that they are paying a dear price 
for having spoken up and sought help in the 
first place. 

The loss of a mother under those 
circumstances is catastrophic to the 
developing child’s psyche. The child 
experiences an avalanche of negative 
emotions: desperation, deprivation, grief, 
terror, as well as anger toward the mother 
for “deserting” them. 

With years of enduring weekly supervised 
visitation the child often comes to see its 
mother as the guilty party because SHE 
needs supervision by authorities at an 
institutional setting. A lifetime of bitterness 
and resentment can result. 

This crisis cries out for the full force of 
the Department of Justice to investigate the 
various agencies involved and the financial 
incentives built into the system as courts 
supply these relatively unregulated agencies 

with clients, sadly and reprehensibly at the 
expense of the wellbeing of mothers and 
children, and the destruction of countless 
family relationships. 

Kudos to WJW for beginning this vital 
discussion.

MICHELLE ETLIN
Pikesville

LEAVE THE FRUIT TREES ALONE
Rabbi James Michaels’ Sept. 1 Torah 
commentary on Shoftim posits that “the[] 
rules [for conducting a siege] ... don’t offer 
much guidance for modern warfare.”  But this 
is not so.

One of the rules Rabbi Michaels discusses 
is the prohibition on destroying fruit trees, 
which the rabbi attributes to a desire to 
permit sustenance to the besieged city when 
war ends. But the history of modern warfare 
provides a more fundamental rationale for 
this prohibition.

In November 1918, to facilitate negotiating 
the Armistice that ended World War I, German 
officers were given safe passage into France. 
The French gave their German visitors a 
tour of the devastated countryside, singling 
out homes and cities that had been leveled, 
and fruit trees that had been deliberately 
cut down. Those dead trees could still be 
shown because German troops had recently 
cut them down, not during fighting to 
take French territory, but to inflict wanton 
damage on their enemy during their retreat, 
when the war was clearly lost. It takes many 
years for a sapling to be able to bear fruit, 
and the French viewed this loss as one of the 
most significant they sustained, and a cause 
of great anger.

Although the Torah’s rules for warfare are 
designed to reduce unnecessary suffering, 
the history of the Treaty of Versailles and 
all that followed may best show that the 
ultimate reason for fighting wars ethically is 
that they can be followed by peace, whereas 
when fruit trees are cut, the result is a desire 
for vengeance that sets the stage for a long 
cycle of violence.

FRED ANSELL
Chevy Chase

CORRECTION
Temple Beth Ami was misnamed on the cover 
of the Sept. 1 issue. It has been corrected on 
the cover of the digital magazine.
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